With the explosion of data growth, the ability to accurately forecast storage capacity, reduce costs and deal with data migration has become more critical than ever for IT leaders. Storage administrators also face additional pressures of excessive backup times, higher service level requirements, longer retention periods for more data and increased capacity needs.

The Softchoice Storage TechCheck is designed to provide clients with essential information about the performance of an array, that in turn provides intelligence that informs cost savings, performance improvements and capacity planning.

**The Softchoice TechCheck includes:**
- verifying the actual utilization in the current storage environments
- determining if storage environments are running at peak performance
- establishing areas of improvement and storage savings opportunities

**Discovery**
- Using an agent-less data collection tool that gathers information about your existing storage Infrastructure

**Analysis**
- Softchoice storage experts evaluate findings and consolidate the broad data sets into actionable insights that are validated with a client findings and recommendations session

**Storage Workshop and Analysis Report**
- Review business demands and current issues
- Review risks and remediation through guided data review and recommendations
- A structured review of the Storage TechCheck and evaluate options with a Softchoice Storage subject matter expert

**Who should be Involved?**

Softchoice recommends clients assemble a cross functional IT team with a senior IT leader sponsor that provides alignment to the issues, business drivers and guides prioritization.

To arrange for a Storage TechCheck and to find out more, contact your Softchoice Account Manager techcheck@softchoice.com to set up an appointment.